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ABSTRACT: A synergetic approach to enhance magneto-
electric effects (i.e., control of magnetism with voltage) and
improve energy efficiency in magnetically actuated devices is
presented. The investigated material consists of an ordered
array of Co−Pt microdisks, in which nanoporosity and partial
oxidation are introduced during the synthetic procedure to
synergetically boost the effects of electric field. The microdisks
are grown by electrodeposition from an electrolyte containing
an amphiphilic polymeric surfactant. The bath formulation is
designed to favor the incorporation of oxygen in the form of
cobalt oxide. A pronounced reduction of coercivity (88%) and a remarkable increase of Kerr signal amplitude (60%) are
observed at room temperature upon subjecting the microdisks to negative voltages through an electrical double layer. These
large voltage-induced changes in the magnetic properties of the microdisks are due to (i) the high surface-area-to-volume ratio
with ultranarrow pore walls (sub-10 nm) that promote enhanced electric charge accumulation and (ii) magneto-ionic effects,
where voltage-driven O2− migration promotes a partial reduction of CoO to Co at room temperature. This simple and versatile
procedure to fabricate patterned “nano-in-micro” magnetic motifs with adjustable voltage-driven magnetic properties is very
appealing for energy-efficient magnetic recording systems and other magnetoelectronic devices.
KEYWORDS: nanoporous material, magnetoelectric actuation, Co−Pt alloy, patterned microstructures, magneto-ionic effects
1. INTRODUCTION
The advent of spintronics has revolutionized information
recording strategies and has triggered the development of a
number of innovative devices with an ultrahigh data storage
capacity operating at ultrafast processing rates.1−4 However,
energy consumption continues to be an important bottleneck
in these devices. Conventional magnetic systems utilize
magnetic fields to write information. The electric currents
required to create such magnetic fields involve a significant
energy loss in the form of heat dissipation (Joule effect). One
method to overcome the need for external magnetic fields is to
use spin-polarized currents (spin-torque effect).4 However,
generation of spin-polarized currents is still energetically costly.
The use of an applied voltage rather than magnetic fields or
spin-polarized currents would represent a significant break-
through to decrease power consumption.5−10
Recent studies have reported on the possibility to tailor the
magnetic properties of materials (e.g., magnetic anisotropy,
magnetization, or coercivity) with electric fields.6−8 There are
various ways to manipulate magnetism using voltage: (i)
development of single-phase multiferroics, in which magnetic
and electric orders are mutually coupled;9,11 (ii) strain-
mediated magnetoelectric coupling in piezoelectric/magneto-
strictive composites, where the voltage-induced strain in the
piezoelectric is transmitted to the ferromagnetic counterpart
via inverse magnetostriction;10,12−14 (iii) carrier modulation
effect, where the electronic band structure (and, hence, the
resulting magnetism) of ultrathin ferromagnetic films15−21 or
magnetic semiconductors22−24 is modified due to the electro-
static charge accumulation at the surface; and (iv) magneto-
ionics (i.e., ionic migration observed in some ferromagnetic
metallic layers in direct contact with oxides such as Gd2O3 or
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HfO2, which act as ion reservoirs by accepting or donating
oxygen ions depending on the voltage polarity and
strength25−30 or Fe2O3 systems, which have been exploited
in multilevel memristor devices31). Each of these strategies
suffers from its own limitations: (i) single-phase multiferroics
operative at room temperature are quite scarce; (ii) strain in
piezoelectric/magnetostrictive thin films is reduced due to the
clamping with the substrate, and fatigue effects would also limit
the endurance of an eventual strain-mediated spintronic
device; (iii) surface charge accumulation in metallic films is
limited by the Thomas−Fermi electric-field screening length
(on the order of 0.5 nm),32 hence being only effective in
ultrathin films; and (iv) magneto-ionics often requires thermal
treatments (since ionic migration is thermally assisted) and it
only occurs in some specific metal−metal oxide systems.25−30
In this work, a new strategy to boost the effect of voltage on
the magnetic properties at room temperature based on the
combination of surface charge accumulation and magneto-
ionic effects is reported. To this end, nanoporous Co−Pt
microdisks with partly oxidized Co are prepared by electro-
deposition and subsequently actuated with voltage in liquid
configuration using anhydrous propylene carbonate (PC). The
electric field is generated through the formation of an electrical
double layer (EDL).33 The induced nanoporosity allows the
whole disks (not only the outer surface) to be magnetoelectri-
cally active since although electric field is confined within the
Thomas−Fermi screening length, the very narrow pore walls
together with the use of a liquid dielectric (which can
penetrate into the three-dimensional (3D) nanoporous
architecture of the disks) promote a very effective accumu-
lation of electrostatic charges in spite of the relatively large
thickness of the Co−Pt microdisks (>300 nm). Remarkably,
our previous works demonstrated that the coercivity of some
nanoporous alloys (e.g., Cu−Ni34 or Fe−Cu35) can be
considerably reduced with voltage (to ca. 32%), which already
represented a significant improvement compared to seminal
works in FePt and FePd ultrathin films, where the reported
changes in coercivity were only of around 4.5%.15 In these
works, the very narrow thickness of the EDL created at the
interface between the sample and the electrolyte (of around
0.5 nm) is crucial since it allows the generation of very strong
electric fields (on the order of tens of MV/cm) for moderate
values of applied voltages (few voltage). High-density electron
accumulation via EDL gating has been also demonstrated to be
an effective way to enhance the ferromagnetic response of Co-
doped TiO2 epitaxial films.
36
Besides high surface electric charging, our work also takes
advantage of magneto-ionic phenomena. So far, most works in
the literature have used solid configurations (i.e., metallic
ferromagnetic films adjacent to GdOx or HfO2 layers)
25−30 in
which oxygen ion migration has resulted in interesting
magnetoelectric effects. Nevertheless, polar organic solvents
(hence involving the formation of EDL) have been also
utilized to promote changes of the magnetic properties of some
oxide materials through controlled ion migration. For example,
the saturation magnetization in CuFe2O4 and ZnFe2O4 films
was varied at room temperature by electrochemically driven Li-
ion exchange.37 Similar changes were observed in Ni−Co with
an adjacent HfO2 layer when voltage was applied through an
EDL.38
Inspired by the above approaches (i.e., the benefit of
nanoporosity to enhance charge accumulation and the use of
an EDL to induce magneto-ionic effects at room temperature
in oxide materials), here we investigate the effects of voltage on
the magnetic properties of nanoporous Co−Pt/CoO compo-
site micropatterned structures. We have selected the Co−Pt
system as the metallic counterpart for several reasons: (i) it
constitutes the basis of some materials currently used in
magnetic storage media (due to its high anisotropy and high
coercivity, even with a limited amount of Pt in the alloy
composition),39,40 (ii) magnetoelectric effects due to charge
accumulation have been predicted in Co−Pt by means of
density functional calculations,20 (iii) it is known that Co−Pt is
prone to incorporate oxygen in its structure during electro-
deposition under specific conditions,41−43 and (iv) the orbital
moment of Co−Pt and, thus, its anisotropy are known to be
quite sensitive to the degree of oxidation.44 The study was
performed on patterned microdisks prepared by optical
lithography and micelle-assisted electrodeposition as a first
step toward the miniaturization of magnetoelectric devices and
to eventually promote a further change of coercivity with
voltage due to the enhanced surface-area-to-volume ratio.
The synthetic method to prepare the nanoporous disks is
based on combining micelle-assisted electrodeposition with
optical lithography. Micelle-assisted electrodeposition uses
block-copolymer micelles as a soft template45,46 for inducing
nanoporosity during the growth of the alloy within the
photolithographed areas (as depicted in Figure 1a). The
electrolyte contains neither a pH buffering agent nor a
complexing agent so as to favor the growth of nanocomposite
layers consisting of a Co-rich alloy and Co oxides. In the
absence of pH buffering substances, solution alkalinization at
the cathode causes hydroxide/oxide precipitation. This way,
oxygen can be introduced in the film in a metal oxide form.
The designed composition and morphology lead to out-
standing magnetoelectric/magneto-ionic effects: the coercivity
(HC) is reduced by 88% and the Kerr signal amplitude at
saturation (designated as AKerr) increases by 60% by subjecting
the nanoporous Co−Pt disks to a negative voltage. The initial
values of HC and AKerr tend to be progressively recovered after
the applied voltage is removed. Observation of these effects in
lithographed structures (not only in continuous porous films,
as in previous works34,35) paves the way toward the
development of magneto-ionic voltage-controlled micro-
meter-sized devices.
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Morphology and Structure of the Electro-
deposited Nanoporous Co−Pt/CoO Microdisks. Nano-
porous Co−Pt microdisks with 55 ± 2 μm in diameter and 309
± 10 nm in thickness were synthesized by electrodeposition
from a chloride electrolyte on photolithographed Cu/Ti/Si
substrates (see the Experimental Section). A representative
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a couple of
nanoporous Co−Pt microdisks is shown in Figure 1b. When a
single microdisk was imaged at a higher magnification, a
morphology consisting of acicular grains with a large amount
of small pores between them (i.e., mesoporosity) was observed
on top (Figure 1c). This acicular morphology has often been
reported in dense electrodeposited Co-based alloys (Co−Ni,
Co−Mo, Co−Pt).47,48 Interestingly, here, the needlelike
morphology remains in spite of the perturbation caused by
the micelles during cations discharge and electrocrystallization.
Further structural analysis was carried out by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), where the cross section of the
Co−Pt microdisks reveals the occurrence of tiny nanopores of
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less than 10 nm in diameter all along the thickness of the disks,
confirming that nanoporosity fully develops from the bottom
to the top of the microdisks (Figure 1d). A columnar-like
growth was also apparent from magnified cross-section TEM
images (Figure 2a). Compositional analyses of the microdisks
by energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy (see the
Supporting Information, Figure S1) revealed an average
composition of Co70Pt30 (in at. %) when only the metallic
fraction of the deposit was considered. Furthermore, a
significant amount of oxygen (20 at. %) was also detected by
EDX, thus confirming the presence of metal oxides in the
motifs. The elemental atomic percentages in the microdisks are
shown in Table S1 of the Supporting Information. High-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) also
revealed that the microdisks are nanocrystalline. Lattice fringes
were observed in clusters of around 5−10 nm (Figure 2b),
which correspond to the thickness of the pore walls. According
to selected area electron diffraction (SAED) analysis (Figure
2c), the nanoporous Co−Pt microdisks consist mainly of a
mixture of three phases: (i) hexagonal closed-packed (hcp) Co
(space group P63/mmc), (ii) cubic CoO phase (space group
Fm3̅m), and (iii) intermetallic Co3Pt (space group Fm3̅m).
Note that the interplanar distances (dhkl) of the rings assigned
to the hcp-Co phase were slightly shifted toward higher values
with respect to those of pure hcp-Co, suggesting that a fraction
of Pt was dissolved in the hcp-Co lattice.
2.2. Magnetoelectric Measurements. The effect of an
externally applied electric field on the magnetic properties of
the nanoporous Co−Pt/CoO microdisks was investigated by
subjecting the sample to different constant voltages and
measuring the hysteresis loops by magneto-optic Kerr effect
(MOKE). As depicted schematically in Figure 3a, the sample
was placed in an electrolytic cell, which contained a Pt wire as
the counter electrode and anhydrous propylene carbonate
(PC) with Na+ and OH− ions as the electrolyte. Anhydrous PC
is liquid enough at room temperature to properly penetrate
into the pores and wet the whole sample and is broadly used
not only in battery applications49,50 but also in magneto-
electrically actuated systems.15,34,35,51,52 Na+ and OH− ions
were formed after making residual water in the PC react with
metallic Na. This procedure was aimed at: (i) removing any
traces of water to minimize uncontrolled oxidation of the Co−
Figure 1. (a) Scheme of the micelle-assisted electrodeposition of Co−
Pt/CoO on photolithographed substrates in a three-electrode
electrochemical cell, wherein the dissolved metal species coordinate
to the hydrophilic shell domains of the Pluronic P-123 triblock
micelles; the metallic cations reduce in the conductive voids of the
patterned substrate. (b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image
of two nanoporous Co−Pt microdisks. (c) High-resolution SEM
image of a microdisk surface. (d) Cross-section transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) image of a microdisk.
Figure 2. (a) TEM and (b) HRTEM images of the cross section of a nanoporous Co−Pt microdisk. (c) Corresponding SAED pattern.
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Pt alloy and (ii) promoting the formation of the EDL, thus
enhancing the magnitude of the electric field at the nanopore
wall−electrolyte interface (Figure 3a). A current vs voltage
profile compatible with the charge and discharge of the electric
double layer was observed in the cyclic voltammetry curves
taken in the electrolyte used to investigate microdisks’
performance (Figure S4 of the Supporting Information).
First, hysteresis loops were recorded by focusing the laser
spot onto a nanoporous Co−Pt disk, applying different
negative voltages ranging from 0 to −14 V after waiting for
10 min at each voltage value. The dependence of HC and AKerr
on the applied voltage is shown in Figure 3b (the
corresponding hysteresis loops are plotted in Figure S2 of
the Supporting Information). Note that the Kerr signal
amplitude is, in a first approximation, proportional to the
magnetic moment. Substantial effects were observed after
overcoming threshold voltages of −5 and −10 V for AKerr and
HC, respectively. Remarkably, HC was reduced by 85% (from
1756 to 271 Oe), whereas AKerr increased by 60% with respect
to its initial value. A time effect must be also considered since
the time was accumulative due to the stepwise increase of
voltage.
In a second series of measurements, carried out on a
different sample, voltage was fixed at −14 V, and hysteresis
loops were recorded varying the amount of time during which
the voltage was applied (Figures 3c and S2 in the Supporting
Information). Clear narrowing of the hysteresis loops was
again observed after a few minutes, yielding a maximum
relative variation of 88% in HC (from 1629 to 202 Oe) and a
relative change of 30% in AKerr after 33 min (Figure 3d). Note
that the relative variations in HC and AKerr tend to level off after
27 min.
Next, the recovery process was investigated while keeping
the sample immersed in the electrolyte. After having applied
−14 V for 33 min, voltage was withdrawn, and after 3 h at 0 V,
HC increased by 109% (from 202 to 424 Oe, recovering up to
26% of the initial value), whereas AKerr decreased, tending to
approach the initial value at 0 V. After 1 day at 0 V, HC
increased up to 607 Oe, showing a recovery of 37% of the
initial value (see the Supporting Information, Figure S3). A
further increase of HC was obtained after long-term waiting at
0 V (HC = 1400 Oe after 1 month), evidencing the slow
dynamics of the recovery process at 0 V. The observed
nontotal recovery at 0 V proves that the mechanism
responsible for the observed magnetic changes involves some
structural changes in the sample, and the induced effects can
only be erased by applying positive voltages. Faster reversibility
in the HC and AKerr trends was attained by applying positive
voltages. The coercivity increased up to 772 Oe applying +2 V
for 10 min, and HC = 860 Oe was measured after applying +10
V for 10 min (recovering 52% of the initial value).
Unfortunately, degradation and polymerization of the
propylene carbonate at the surface of the porous alloy were
observed for voltages above +10 V, hence hampering further
analysis at positive voltages by MOKE due to lack of
reflectivity. It is important to emphasize that similar variations
Figure 3. (a) Schematic drawing of the experimental setup used for the magnetoelectric measurements together with an illustration of the
formation of the electrical double layer (EDL) at the interface between the nanopores and the electrolyte when the sample is subjected to a
negative voltage adapted from ref 34. (b) Dependence of the coercivity (HC) and Kerr amplitude signal at saturation (designated as AKerr) on the
applied negative voltage for a fixed time of 10 min at each voltage value. (c) Representative hysteresis loops of the nanoporous Co−Pt/CoO
microdisks measured at 0 V (black loop) and after applying −14 V for 33 min (purple loop). (d) Dependence of HC and AKerr on the time during
which a fixed voltage −14 V was applied. The lines in panels (b) and (d) are guides to the eye.
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on the magnetic properties with voltage were obtained by
performing the same magnetoelectric measurements on the
same sample several months later, demonstrating the long
lifetime of the nanoporous Co−Pt microdisks.
Given the nanoporous nature of the investigated material,
one plausible physical origin for the observed changes in HC
could be eventual variations in the magnetic anisotropy energy
(MAE) due to the effective electric charge accumulation at the
surface of the pore walls. In fact, density functional theory
calculations for the Co−Pt system have predicted a linear
dependence of the MAE on the electric field,6,20,53 which could
lead to variations in HC. However, there are several aspects that
indicate that the effects observed here cannot be simply
ascribed to changes in the electronic band structure of Co−Pt
induced by voltage. First, according to the theory, the response
of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (therefore HC) to an
applied voltage should be rather instantaneous and fully
reversible (i.e., the dynamics of the system should be much
faster than what is observed). Second, no significant changes in
AKerr are to be expected due to changes in the MAE. Third, our
previous works on voltage-actuated nanoporous Cu−Ni and
Fe−Cu alloys (with minimized oxygen content) led to relative
variations in HC of at most 32%.
34,35 Finally, important
variations in AKerr occur already at lower applied voltages (−5
V) than the changes in HC, which start to be visible at −10 V
(see Figure 3b). Thus, an additional process is likely to
dominate over the voltage-driven modification of the MAE
related to the surface electric field. Given the presence of large
amounts of oxygen in the as-prepared deposits, pronounced
O2− migration (magneto-ionic effect)25−30,43 is probably
induced by voltage. The interplay between several additional
possible magnetoelectric mechanisms in oxide materials
immersed in electrolytes (e.g., γ-Fe2O3) has been discussed
by several authors.54 Although redox reactions due to the use
of aqueous electrolytes should be essentially ruled out in the
present study, some minor effect stemming from elastic strain
on the magnetic properties (due to the alteration of the atomic
bonding caused by the charge accumulation) could still be
present in our case, given the nanoporous nature of the
investigated sample. Nevertheless, although ab initio studies
predict variations in the magnetic properties around several
percents due to magnetoelastic effects,55 the reported
experimental changes so far have been between 0.5 and 3%,
much lower than in our results.56,57 This, together with the in-
depth structural characterization reported in the following
sections, indicates that magneto-ionics is the most prominent
mechanism responsible for the large magnetoelectric effects
observed in our system.
2.3. Soft X-ray Absorption Characterization. To
demonstrate the magneto-ionic origin of the obtained results,
further chemical characterization by X-ray absorption spec-
troscopy (XAS) spectromicroscopy was performed on a single
microdisk at the CIRCE beamline of the ALBA Synchrotron at
the Co L2,3 edges (Figure 4). The XAS spectrum before voltage
application exhibits a multiplet structure at the L3 edge and an
asymmetric contribution at the L2 edge. This pattern is
basically consistent with the CoO reference XAS58 (see Figure
4c) although the relative intensity of the various peaks in the
L3 multipeak structure is not the same in the Co−Pt/CoO
nanoporous disks and the CoO reference sample. This,
together with the absence of a prominent L3 prepeak at
around 776 eV (which is a fingerprint of pure CoO), suggests
the coexistence of CoO with metallic Co, in agreement with
the SAED characterization, where both metallic and oxide
phases were encountered (Figure 2c).
Figure 4. (a) Cobalt L-edge X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of the nanoporous Co−Pt microdisks before (black curve) and after (red curve)
applying −14 V for 10 min. (b) Zoom-in of the cobalt L3-edge where the energy position of the main peaks is indicated. (c) Cobalt L2,3-edges XAS
spectra for references samples (in black: 20 nm-thick Co thin, capped with 2 nm of Ta, grown by molecular beam epitaxy on top of a ⟨100⟩-
oriented MgO single crystal; in green: CoO (cobalt(II) oxide, 95%) powders from Alfa Aesar). (d) Zoom-in of the cobalt L3-edge for the two
reference samples with the corresponding energies of the main peaks indicated.
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After applying −14 V for 40 min and removing the sample
from the electrolyte (since XAS was performed ex situ, 30 min
elapsed before starting the XAS measurements), the multipeak
structure at the Co L3 edge tends to smear out compared to
the untreated sample (see Figure 4b). This suggests that after
negative voltages, the amount of metallic Co increases at the
expense of the CoO (note that metallic Co does not show the
multipeak structure, Figure 4c,d).58 The partial reduction from
CoO to Co is consistent with the increase of the Kerr
amplitude signal shown in Figure 3 since nanostructured CoO
is likely paramagnetic at room temperature (note that bulk
CoO has a Neél temperature of around 291 K).59,60
2.4. Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS)
Characterization. Further characterization by electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was employed to investigate
the voltage-driven modifications of the spatial distribution of
cobalt and oxygen in the Co−Pt microdisks at a local length
scale. For this, a lamella was prepared by focused ion beam
(FIB) and treated with voltage (see the Experimental Section).
A scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) image
of a cross-section of the film is shown in Figure 5a,b together
with the corresponding Co (green) and O (red) EELS
mappings in the as-prepared state (Figure 5c) and after
applying −14 V (Figure 5d). In the as-prepared sample, green
regions are less defined and often superimposed to red pixels
(rendering a yellowish color). The green regions are metallic
Co, whereas the yellowish-like regions (superposition of green
and red) correspond to CoO. Note that there are some red
areas as well (without being superimposed to green), which
correspond to the pores filled with tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS), which was used during the STEM lamella
preparation (see the Experimental Section). After the micro-
disk is subjected to −14 V, Co-rich regions become more
clearly visible and tend to expand due to the voltage-driven O
and Co redistribution, which results in enlarged Co metallic
regions for negative voltages, in agreement with the XAS
results (Figure 4).
The partial reduction from CoO to metallic Co can explain
the decrease of coercivity. First, it is unlikely that the newly
formed Co (after application of negative voltages) becomes
readily alloyed with Pt, and pure Co is known to typically
exhibit lower HC than hcp Co−Pt (although HC is not an
intrinsic parameter and is, of course, also dependent on the
actual microstructure of the investigated material). Addition-
ally, since the Co-rich magnetic regions increase in size during
the voltage treatment (eventually coalescence can occur, as
indicated in Figure 6), this also induces a decrease of the
coercivity since HC is inversely proportional to the volume of
the magnetic material above the critical single-domain size.61
For isolated and isotropic Co particles, the formation of
domain walls was reported above an average size of 55 nm (a
bit larger critical sizes were reported for elongated particles).62
Although here the geometry of the alloy microdisks is much
more complex than in the case of isolated particles, the
interconnection and growth of the metallic counterparts within
the three-dimensional nanoporous frameworks are likely to
also cause a decrease of HC.
Additionally, dipolar interactions among the different Co-
rich clusters (which also cause a reduction of HC)
63,64 are less
pronounced in the as-prepared films since CoO tends to isolate
the different magnetic zones. As the thickness of the CoO
regions decreases, the average distance between the
ferromagnetic clusters decreases (see Figure 6b) and,
consequently, HC lowers due to the enhancement of dipolar
interactions. Finally, the reduction of the amount of oxygen in
the Co−Pt alloy should also decrease its orbital moment
(usually linked with the anisotropy), hence also contributing to
the decrease in HC.
44
3. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, large electric-field effects have been observed in
nanoporous Co−Pt/CoO microdisks prepared by micelle-
assisted electrodeposition using optically lithographed sub-
strates. The micrometer size of the disks and their nanoporous
structure play an essential role in the magnetoelectric effect
due to the resulting large surface-area-to-volume ratio. The
presence of CoO allows for oxygen migration under the
influence of the electric field. This combination allows for an
unprecedented voltage control of magnetism, which is very
appealing for energy-efficient magnetic actuation. Indeed,
drastic changes in coercivity and the Kerr signal amplitude at
Figure 5. (a) STEM image of a cross section of a nanoporous Co−Pt
microdisk and (b) zoomed detail of the region enclosed in the orange
box. The corresponding cobalt (green) and oxygen (red) EELS
mappings are shown in (c) for the as-prepared sample and (d) after
applying −14 V for 40 min.
Figure 6. Schematic drawing of (a) as-prepared state (0 V) and (b)
treated at −ΔV to illustrate that upon application of the negative
voltage, Co(Pt) metallic regions tend to grow (and eventually become
more interconnected) at the expense of CoO.
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saturation are observed at room temperature by subjecting the
Co−Pt/CoO disks to a negative applied voltage using an
anhydrous electrolyte. Such variations are attributed to the
effective electric charge accumulation at the surface of the
ultrathin pore walls and the concomitant magneto-ionic effect,
which results in partial reduction from CoO to Co. The
reported approach can be extrapolated to other magnetic
systems to foster electric-field control of magnetism in
technologically relevant applications such as spintronics and
magnetic actuators.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.1. Materials. Hydrochloric acid (HCL, 37 wt %), isopropyl
alcohol (C3H8O, 99.9%), acetone (99.0%), absolute ethanol (99.8%),
Na2PtCl6·6H2O (sodium hexacholoroplatinate(IV) hexahydrate,
98.0%), CoCl2 (cobalt(II) chloride anhydrous, ≥98.0%), and
P l u r o n i c P - 1 2 3 (HO(CH2CH2O) 2 0 (CH 2CH(CH3 ) -
O)70(CH2CH2O)20H) block copolymer were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. All the reagents were used as received without further
purification. AZ-9260 Photoresist and AZ-400 K Developer were
purchased from Merck Performance Materials GmbH. Deionized
water was obtained through an EMD Millipore Simplicity Water
Purification System (Millipore S.A.S., Molsheim 67120, France).
4.2. Nanoporous Co−Pt/CoO Microdisk Growth. Electro-
deposition of Co−Pt was performed on prelithographed Cu (70 nm)/
Ti (10 nm)/Si substrates. Prior to patterning, the substrates were
degreased with acetone, isopropanol, and Milli-Q water in consecutive
steps. Arrays of cylindrical holes of 50 μm in diameter and 5 μm in
height were patterned by optical lithography using photoresist AZ-
9260 and AZ-400 developers. Subsequently, the patterned areas were
used as templates for the electrodeposition of Co−Pt microdisks.
Electrodeposition was performed in a three-electrode single-compart-
ment cell connected to a PGSTAT302N Autolab potentiostat/
galvanostat (Methrohm-Autolab). A Pt spiral served as the counter
electrode, and an Ag|AgCl double junction (E = +0.210 V standard
hydrogen electrode), with 3 M KCl inner solution and 1 M NaCl
outer solution, was employed as the reference electrode (Figure 1a).
The electrolyte was prepared with Milli-Q water and contained 1.3
mM Na2PtCl6·6H2O, 2.8 mM CoCl2, and 1 mg/mL (1 wt %) of
Pluronic P-123. The pH was adjusted to 2.1 with HCl solution. The
block-copolymer P-123 was used above its critical micellar
concentration65 to ensure the formation of micelles in the aqueous
electrolyte. These micelles interact with the metal ions in solution,
and once adsorbed on the patterned holes of the working electrode,
the discharge of the cations results in the formation of the nanoporous
film (Figure 1a). Importantly, the electrolyte did not contain a pH
buffering agent so as to favor the growth of a nanocomposite coating
consisting of a Co-rich alloy and Co oxides. In the absence of pH
buffering agents, solution alkalinization at the cathode causes
hydroxide/oxide precipitation. Therefore, oxygen can be incorporated
in the film, forming oxides. Electrodeposition was conducted
potentiostatically at −1.0 V for 350 s, under mild stirring (ω = 100
rpm) and simultaneous bubbling of N2 through the solution. The
temperature of the electrolyte was kept at 25 °C by circulating water
through the outer jacket of the electrolyte cell using an F12 Julabo
thermostat. A representative current−time curve is shown in the
Supporting Information (Figure S5). Finally, the photoresist was
removed by immersing the samples in acetone, followed by a final
rising in isopropanol and Milli-Q water.
4.3. Morphology and Structural Characterization. The
morphology of the nanoporous Co−Pt microdisks was examined by
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) using a Zeiss
MERLIN operated at 5 kV. Compositional analysis was performed by
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) using the FE-SEM
operated at 15 kV. The crystal structure was investigated by means of
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) utilizing a JEOL-JEM 2011
operated at 200 kV. Further morphological and compositional
characterization along the cross section of a microdisk was carried
out by electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) analysis on a Tecnai
F20 HRTEM/STEM microscope. TEM, STEM, and EELS analyses
were performed on the cross section of the disks, from a lamella
prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) (Crossbeam 1560XB from Zeiss
with an ion column Canion from Orsay Physics). To prepare the
lamella, the nanoporous film was capped with a 2 μm-thick TEOS
layer, and a slice of material with dimensions of approximately 1 × 10
μm2 was then cut and glued onto a TEM grid to be further thinned
down to 100 nm using 5 kV and a low current (50 pA). To assess the
influence of voltage on the microstructure of the nanoporous films,
EELS analyses were performed before and after subjecting the lamella
to −14 V for 40 min in the same electrolyte used for the
magnetoelectric measurements.
4.4. Soft X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy Characterization.
The chemical composition and oxidation state of the nanoporous
Co−Pt microdisks were determined by soft X-ray absorption spectra
(XAS) (Co L3,2 edge), measured in total electron yield mode and
using linearly polarized light, in the beamline BL24-CIRCE at the
ALBA Synchrotron.66 The XAS patterns of reference Co (20 nm-thick
Co thin film, capped with 2 nm of Ta, grown by molecular beam
epitaxy on top of a ⟨100⟩-oriented MgO single crystal) and CoO
(cobalt(II) oxide, 95%, powders from Alfa Aesar) samples were also
acquired for comparison.
4.5. Magnetoelectric Measurements. In-plane hysteresis loops
at different values of applied DC voltage were acquired at room
temperature in situ in a magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) setup
from Durham Magneto-Optics. An Agilent B2902A power supply was
employed as the voltage source. The sample was mounted vertically
on a poly(methyl methacrylate) holder placed in a quartz SUPRASIL
cell filled with anhydrous propylene carbonate containing Na+ and
OH− ions. The anhydricity of the electrolyte minimized the
occurrence of extrinsic oxidation or corrosion events in the Co−Pt
microdisks during magnetoelectric measurements. To remove any
traces of residual water in the electrolyte, this was treated with
metallic sodium. To prepare the electrolyte, a piece of metallic sodium
was immersed in a flask containing PC (the metallic Na was in excess
to the water molecules present in the PC), which was then stored in a
glovebox. To be able to perform the magnetoelectric measurements,
the quartz cell was filled in with the electrolyte using a syringe.
Between each increase or decrease of the applied voltage, a minimum
waiting time of 300 s was taken before the hysteresis loop was
measured (in situ) to enable the electrolyte to diffuse through the
nanopores and permit the formation of the electrical double layer
within the entire 3D network.
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